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Dear Rory,
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The disciplinary hearing on April 3rd was attended by you and your trade union representative
Tony Briscoe outlined the case and presented the evidence. Therb tvas no dispute about the order
and factual detail of events surrounding your conduct on March 8 2014. However there were
differences over their interpretation.

I have thought Iong and hard about this matter and have considered

each charge in turn, along
with your arguments for mitigation or the total rebuttal of charges levelled against you. My
consideration of each charge is as follorvs:
1) The first charge rvas that by actions triggering your eventual exclusicln from a conference as an
identiflable Moming Star journalist you were guilty of breaking the paper's trust and confidence.

Your defence on this matter was to underline that you had acted calmly and properly once asked to
leave the conference, and that you behaved properly throughout.

Holvever this does not directly address the issue of "trust and confidence."
You maintain that raising a question, in an unrelated session at a delegate conference, about the
personal affairs of ttvo union members that hacl been investigated a year earlier rvas appropriate
because it rvas "rumbling on" and such a "nelsrvorthy story" rvould have rvarranted publication in the

Morning Star.
After three years at the paper you should reasonably be expected to be familiar rvith the paper's news
priorities, rvhich do not include reporting internal union rorvs or personal controversy. Your actions
suggest a fundamental failure to grasp the Mornin-e Star's nervs focus, and by extension the role of any
journalist employed by it.
You also maintain that any possible detrimental impact on the Mornin-q Star, or indeed on your ability
to continue to operate effectively as the paper's main Scotland reporter, arising from your public
ejection from a union conf'erence is "counter-factual" and "all speculative." Horvever your actions
could be reasonably considered liable to have a serious or harmful impact on the organisation's ability
to report on newsworthy events in the future.
Taken together these fhctors present fair and reasonable grounds to uphold the charge that "you have
broken the trust and confidence expected of you as a Morning Star repofter."
2) You rvere accused of bringing the Morning Star into serious disrepute, specilically by challenging
via Trvitter the right of a trade union to ask a person to leave its conference.
You rejected during the hearing that there is any evidence for this charge, and pointed out that the
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In considering the outcome of this case I have taken into account the fact that, aside from a
commitment to refrain in future from asking a question inappropriately at a delegate-based
conference, you displayed no sign of contrition nor did you offer any apology for your conduct.
This raises the prospect that there may be a recurrence of some of the circumstances that have
given rise to charges on this occasion.
This factor and the nature of the charges against you, lvhich I find together do constitute gross
misconduct, would under normal circumstances warrant dismissal.
However, in light of the fact that you have faced no other disciplinary issues in your three years
at the paper, and to give you the opportunity to proye through your future behaviour your
understanding of the factors that brought these charges to bear, I have decided instead to issue

you with a final written warning.
You should now contact your line manager Will Stone to discuss the practical arrangements for
your return to work.

If

any untoward behaviour occurs in the next 12 months, you may well face summary dismissal.
You have the right to appeal against this decision in writing to the society within seven days.

Richard Bagley

Editor
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